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ABSTRACT
Functional neurological disorder (FND) is a common and highly disabling disorder, but its aetiology remains enigmatic. Conceptually, there has been a reduced emphasis on the role of psychosocial stressors in recent years, with a corresponding increase in neurobiological explanations. However, a wealth of evidence supports the role of psychosocial adversities (eg, stressful life events, interpersonal difficulties) as important risk factors for FND. Therefore, there is a need to integrate psychosocial (environmental) and neurobiological factors (eg, sensorimotor and cognitive functions) in contemporary models of FND. Altered emotional processing may represent a key link between psychosocial risk factors and core features of FND. Here, we summarise and critically appraise experimental studies of emotional processing in FND using behavioural, psychophysiological and/or neuroimaging measures in conjunction with affective processing tasks. We propose that enhanced preconscious (implicit) processing of emotionally salient stimuli, associated with elevated limbic reactivity (eg, amygdala), may contribute to the initiation of basic affective/defensive responses via hypothalamic and brainstem pathways (eg, periaqueductal grey). In parallel, affect-related brain areas may simultaneously exert a disruptive influence on neurocircuits involved in voluntary motor control, awareness and emotional regulation (eg, sensorimotor, salience, central executive networks). Limbic-paralimbic disturbances in patients with FND may represent one of several neurobiological adaptations linked to early, severe and/or prolonged psychosocial adversity. This perspective integrates neurobiological and psychosocial factors in FND and proposes a research agenda, highlighting the need for replication of existing findings, multimodal sampling across emotional response domains and further examination of emotional influences on sensorimotor and cognitive functions in FND populations.

INTRODUCTION
Functional neurological (conversion) disorder (FND) is defined by the presence of neurological symptoms (eg, sensorimotor, cognitive) that are not explained by identifiable neurological pathology.4 FND can present similarly to almost any neurological illness (eg, epilepsy, stroke, Parkinson’s disease) and represents a notable proportion of neurological outpatient referrals.2 FND often results in severe and/or chronic symptoms with considerable impact on patients’ social/occupational functioning, in addition to significant healthcare and societal costs.4 Nevertheless, there exists ongoing inconsistency in diagnostic classification and terminology for the disorder and its subtypes.1 4 Box 1 outlines the terminology used throughout this article.

Biopsychosocial frameworks acknowledge the variety of predisposing (eg, psychosocial adversity, gender, physical illness, exposure to symptom/illness models), precipitating (eg, physical injury, mental health symptoms, interpersonal conflict, other stressors) and perpetuating (eg, avoidance, illness beliefs/expectations, social isolation) factors that can contribute to FND.3 4 6 However, the exact mechanism(s) underlying FND symptoms are still not fully understood and there is no well-accepted explanatory model. Contemporary explanations have moved away from psychodynamic trauma-focused models and instead emphasise dysfunction of higher-order cognitive processes.7–9 Nevertheless, the importance of psychosocial adversity in FND cannot be underestimated given that rates of early-life and proximal adverse events have been repeatedly found to be higher in FND samples relative to controls.10 Stressful life-events including abuse/neglect, ongoing relationship disturbances, occupational stress and caring responsibilities are commonly reported.6 11–13

Patients with FND also frequently report difficulties in emotional functioning, including anxiety, depression, alexithymia and/or affect dysregulation.1 14 15 Greater psychosocial adversity and/or affective dysfunction are associated with poorer quality of life, greater symptom severity, reduced resilience, elevated dissociation and poorer prognosis in FND samples.16–25 Psychological interventions (eg, cognitive behavioural therapy) seeking to identify interactions between emotions, unhelpful thoughts/behaviours, psychosocial difficulties and FND symptoms show emerging efficacy in treating FND,26 underscoring an important role for altered emotional processing in this population.

There has been increasing research interest in emotional processing in FND in recent years, moving beyond self-report measures to controlled experimental task-based studies. Here, we critically review the experimental literature on emotional processing in FND to date, including only studies using behavioural, psychophysiological and/or functional neuroimaging measures. We then discuss the implications of these data for the pathophysiological basis of FND and propose an agenda for future research.
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Box 1 outlines the terminology used throughout this article.
EMOTIONAL PROCESSING IN FND: A NARRATIVE REVIEW

We aimed to identify published experimental research studies on emotional processing in FND since 1965. We searched Embase, PsychInfo and Medline/PubMed databases using the following terms: conversion disorder, functional neurological, hysteria/hysterical, psychogenic, non-epileptic seizures, dissociative seizures, combined with ‘emotion’ and ‘affect’. Studies involving the presentation of emotionally valenced stimuli (ie, pleasant/appetitive or unpleasant/aversive) combined with the measurement of at least one response domain (ie, subjective/behavioural, psychophysiological, neuroimaging) within laboratory settings were included. Studies using only self-report measures and/or qualitative techniques were excluded, as were case reports/series and conference proceedings. The identified studies and key findings are summarised below and in online supplementary table 1.

Behavioural and psychophysiological findings

Facial expression processing

Increased preconscious (implicit) attentional biases for angry and/or happy faces have been observed in people with FND-seiz.27–29 The attentional bias for angry faces correlated positively with sexual abuse history and basal cortisol levels,27 28 whereas attentional bias for happy expressions was positively associated with seizure frequency in another study.29 Emotional facial expressions also disproportionately disrupted ongoing cognitive processing in people with FND-seiz, including working memory30 and task-switching performance.31

There is some evidence of altered explicit (conscious, intentional) facial emotion processing in people with FND. Reduced accuracy for recognising emotional facial expressions and reduced phasic skin conductance responses (SCRs) was observed in FND-seiz participants in one study.15 Altered reaction times for explicit identification of sad and happy faces have also been reported in people with FND-seiz.27 28–29

Theory of mind/mentализв

A small number of studies indicated possible ‘Theory of Mind (ToM)’ or mentalising deficits in FND populations.36 37 Impaired ‘affective ToM’ was observed in a sample with mixed-symptom FND,37 and an overall pattern of ‘overmentalising’ has been reported in people with FND-seiz.16 The latter tendency to ‘overmentalise’ was positively associated with perceived stress in the previous month in that group.36

Affective picture paradigms

Altered subjective, psychophysiological, motor and/or somatosensory responses have been observed in FND samples during exposure to affective images from the International Affective Picture System38 (IAPS).39–43 Different samples or subgroups of individuals with FND displayed elevations in either subjective or somatic (autonomic, reflexive) responses to IAPS images, but not elevations in both together,41–43 suggesting diminished integration of conscious and bodily emotional experiences.

Possible interactions between emotional and somatomotor responses during processing of IAPS stimuli have also been identified. Blakemore et al,39 for example, found evidence for facilitated manual output force in people with FND-movt while viewing negative IAPS images. Fiess et al40 reported increased FND symptoms and reduced discomfort threshold after intentional emotion regulation during IAPS exposure. These findings indicate a possible amplifying effect of negative emotion and/or intentional emotion regulation on somatosensory processing.

Emotional learning and memory

There is preliminary evidence for deficits in instrumental learning in people with mixed FND symptoms, observed using a monetary reward/loss paradigm.44 However, an earlier study found that prior associative conditioning of auditory stimuli with emotional faces had no effect on subsequent performance on a subjective agency task involving the same auditory stimuli.45 Further research on associative and instrumental learning is necessary to expand on these initial findings.

There is as yet no evidence for declarative emotional memory impairment in FND samples. Brown et al46 tested memory for emotional and neutral words in people with FND-par, reporting an overall deficit on word recall that was not specific to the emotion condition. Furthermore, Aylek et al47 noted no between-group differences on behavioural responses for personalised life event reminders in people with FND-par.

Elevated affective (autonomic) arousal

Elevated autonomic arousal at baseline or during affective processing has been observed using varied psychophysiological measures.15 25 27 33 34 41–43 Findings include elevated salivary cortisol,34 HR,33 skin conductance levels,35 SCRs41 and lower HRV.27 33 42 In addition, potentiated startle responses have been observed in patients with FND-movt.33

Summary—behavioural and psychophysiological findings

FND is associated with altered social-emotional cognition, including an implicit attentional bias towards facial emotion and disrupted behavioural and autonomic responses. Baseline hyperarousal, altered autonomic responses and discordance between subjective and objective responses during affective processing have been demonstrated. Preliminary evidence suggests possible instrumental learning deficits and abnormal sensorimotor responses during affective processing tasks.

Task-based neuroimaging studies

Figure 1 summarises the neural regions in which alterations have been most consistently observed during affective processing in people with FND, along with possible functional connectivity differences.
Figure 1  Schematic representation of key regional abnormalities and emerging functional connectivity alterations in FND during emotional processing. Main findings from the literature include heightened limbic (amygdalar) and motor (SMA/PMA/M1, cerebellum) activations; enhanced limbic-motor network functional connectivity; altered prefrontal and paralimbic (ACC, dPFC, OFC, insula) engagement and elevated functional connectivity with the motor system. A, amygdala; ACC, anterior cingulate gyrus*; dPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; H, hypothalamus; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex*; P, periaqueductal grey; SMA, supplementary motor area. *Both ACC and OFC project to periaqueductual grey and hypothalamus.

Facial expression processing
Altered activation has been frequently observed in affect-related regions during facial expression processing tasks. Three studies reported increased amygdalar activation for one or more emotionally valenced facial expressions.48–50 Interestingly, in one study, elevated amygdala activation was seen only during passive movement of the affected limb in patients with FND-par.49 Increased activity has also been reported in several other limbic-paralimbic regions across different FND samples, including the periaqueductual grey (PAG), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dPFC), parahippocampal gyrus and cingulate cortex/paracingulate gyrus.35 50 51 However, decreased orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), insular and parahippocampal gyrus engagement was noted in patients with FND-seiz in some contrasts.35

Another pattern observed commonly during facial emotion processing is altered activity in motor regions. For example, increased activity has been reported in the supplementary motor area (SMA)/premotor cortex,50 precentral gyrus35 and cerebellum.52 Conversely, reduced activations in the precentral gyrus, putamen and cerebellum have also been noted in other contrasts.35 51 A particularly important finding is greater functional connectivity between the amygdala and motor areas during facial expression processing tasks.48 49

Affective picture paradigms
Alterations in limbic-paralimbic and motor circuit activity (ie, PFC, posterior cingulate, insula, amygdala, hippocampus, cerebellum, putamen) have also been reported in several studies during exposure to IAPS stimuli.39 40 52 53 Furthermore, increased amygdala-middle frontal gyrus functional connectivity has also been demonstrated.51

Emotional learning and memory
Amygdalar hyperactivation has been reported during monetary losses in people with FND, alongside a trend towards diminished dPFC engagement.44 Patients with FND-par also exhibited increased motor, temporal and dPFC activity during exposure to illness-relevant life event reminders in the study by Aybek et al.47 This same sample also displayed increased connectivity between amygdala and motor areas (SMA) during the experiment.

Summary—neuroimaging findings
The most consistent findings are increased amygdala reactivity, heightened motor circuit activation, altered prefrontal engagement and enhanced motor-limbic circuit functional connectivity during affective processing tasks across several FND subgroups.

DISCUSSION
Altered social-emotional cognition
There is considerable evidence for impaired social-emotional cognition in individuals with FND. The best supported behavioural finding is an implicit/preconscious attentional bias towards emotional facial expressions in people with FND-seiz,27–29 which is linked to adverse life events,27 hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA-axis) dysfunction31 and symptom severity.28 These behavioural data link directly to elevated amygdalar activity observed during implicit facial expression processing,46–50 which together suggest enhanced affective salience of these stimuli.

Increased recruitment of a subcortical ‘unconscious’ processing stream (eg, thalamo-amygdala pathway),54 along with initiation of basic affective responses via the hypothalamus and PAG, could
arguably lead to this automatic and rapid attentional allocation to such stimuli. Reduced thalamic volumes\(^{35,56}\) and elevated PAG activation\(^{50}\) reported in FND samples provide additional support for this suggestion. Furthermore, Perez et al\(^{47}\) noted that individual differences in amygdala and PAG volumes correlated positively with mental health symptoms, trait anxiety and role limitations due to affective disturbances in a mixed FND cohort. Together, these findings support an overlap between structural and functional alterations in the pathophysiology of FND.

There is some evidence for explicit facial expression processing differences in both children and adults with FND, linked to prior psychosocial stressors and/or maladaptive attachment styles.\(^{15,16}\) These behavioural findings are supported by emotion processing alterations in regions such as the amygdala, OFC and insula.\(^{35,46-49}\) Differences in facial expression processing have also been noted in other somatic symptom disorders.\(^{35,50}\) The studies identifying impaired mentalising in FND samples\(^{36,37}\) further point towards difficulties in accurately inferring others’ mental states and emotional experiences.

These alterations in social-emotional cognition, if replicated, may be important features in future theoretical perspectives and psychological interventions for FND.

Impaired interoceptive awareness

A discrepancy between subjective (cognitive) responses and psychophysiological measures during emotional processing was observed by several investigators,\(^{41-43}\) suggesting reduced integration between conscious emotional experience and somatic responses. Visceromotor responses to emotional stimuli may not be accurately perceived or interpreted by people with FND, representing a failure of ‘interoception’. Another study, which examined neuroendocrine responses to social stress, also indicated discordance between subjective and neuroendocrine stress responses in patients with FND-par.\(^{48}\) There is also preliminary experimental evidence for interoceptive deficits on the classic heartbeat detection task in patients with FND.\(^{61}\)

A potential neurobiological basis for interoceptive deficits in FND may involve the insula. In the studies reviewed here, the insula was less engaged during incidental processing of neutral facial expressions in people with FND-seiz and during unpleasant/neutral IAPS images in patients with FND-movt.\(^{52}\) In addition, the insula has been implicated in the broader structural and functional neuroimaging literature on FND.\(^{62-65}\) Furthermore, anterior insular volumes correlated negatively with symptom severity in women with mixed FND.\(^{21,57}\)

Poorer performance on measures of interoceptive accuracy has also been described in individuals with other somatoform disorders\(^{39,96}\) and training in interoceptive accuracy can lead to reduced somatic symptoms in these patients.\(^{57}\) Together, these findings highlight the potential for transdiagnostic interoceptive deficits across FND and somatic symptom disorders.

Hyperarousal and autonomic hyper-reactivity

Several studies identified elevated baseline autonomic arousal and HPA-axis activation in people with FND, and others noted similar elevations during experimental emotional processing tasks or in phasic responses to affective stimuli.\(^{15,27,33,41-43}\)

These findings relate to early studies in people with FND, demonstrating more spontaneous electrodermal fluctuations and reduced habituation of SCR’s to acoustic probes.\(^{68,69}\) Furthermore, cardiac-related autonomic measures show that sympathetic activity is elevated at baseline or preictally in people with FND-seiz, but that it reduces during and/or after seizures,\(^{70,71}\) revealing a possible function of the seizures as a means of reducing heightened physiological/affective arousal, of which some patients are subjectively aware.\(^{13,72}\) Elevated HR and reduced vagal tone have also been observed in FND-movt.\(^{73}\) Furthermore, Bakvis et al’s\(^{44,74}\) findings concur with other reports of altered HPA-axis functioning in people with FND.\(^{60,75}\) with two of the studies demonstrating positive associations between HPA-axis markers and adverse life events.\(^{60,74}\)

The observed hyperarousal and increased autonomic reactivity in FND is likely to be related to hyperactivity and diminished habituation of the amygdala observed during affective processing tasks.\(^{6,60}\) This profile resembles findings in several other neuropsychiatric disorders and may represent a ‘limbic scar’ resulting from early or chronic psychosocial stress.\(^{76,77}\)

Similar increased baseline or task-based autonomic/HPA activation have also been observed in other somatic symptom disorders.\(^{59,78}\) There is also evidence of reduced pituitary volumes in both individuals with FND and health anxiety.\(^{69,90}\) Collectively, these studies draw attention to elevated arousal and autonomic reactivity as an important pathophysiologic feature that may be associated with altered social cognition, psychosocial adversity and vulnerability to other somatic symptoms.

Increased motor circuit activity and limbic-motor system connectivity

Increased activation in motor regions during affective processing has been commonly observed across affective tasks in this review.\(^{35,39,40,47,50,52,53}\) These findings overlap with previous reports of a range of structural alterations in motor neurocircuits in FND subgroups. Cortical atrophy, for example, has been reported in premotor and motor areas in people with FND-seiz,\(^{81}\) the former associated with depressive symptoms in that group. In contrast, Aybek et al’s\(^{42}\) reported cortical thickening of the premotor area in FND-par, and differences in coping through accepting responsibility (ie, an adaptive response) have been associated with individual differences in ventral premotor cortical thickness in mixed FND patients.\(^{83}\) SMA volumetric increases were noted in young people with FND, with SMA volumes negatively correlating with reaction times for facial emotion identification.\(^{84}\) The SMA is thought to be involved in the selection of action sequences in response to internal cues, whereas the premotor area is involved in action selection in response to external cues.\(^{85}\) The cerebellum, which has also been reported to demonstrate group-level volumetric differences in patients with mixed FND\(^{57}\) and FND-seiz,\(^{81}\) has well-documented roles in coordinating motor-cognitive-affective processing.\(^{86}\)

Increased limbic-motor circuit connectivity has also been observed during affective processing tasks\(^{47,49,51}\) and at rest\(^{35}\) in FND samples. It is possible that enhanced limbic-motor coupling might mediate the influence of emotion on voluntary motor control in FND, possibly by contributing to automatic activation or inhibition of motor sequences.\(^{87}\) Routes by which this influence might occur potentially involve the insula, ACC or ventral striatum. Additionally, evidence exists for direct projections from the amygdala to voluntary motor cortex in humans and animals\(^{88}\) and while these pathways are generally thought to be less dense than other frontolimbic pathways,\(^{89}\) it is possible that they could be structurally or functionally stronger in people with FND.
Figure 2  A summary of the possible role of emotional processing in generating (and perpetuating) functional neurological symptoms. Key emotional processing differences include an attentional bias to affective stimuli, inaccurate interoception and suboptimal emotional regulation. Affective hyperarousal and hyper-reactivity are linked to elevated limbic (amygdalar, HPA-axis, PAG) activity which exerts a disruptive influence on neurocircuits crucial for cognitive control, initiation of behavioural/motor responses and awareness. ACC, anterior cingulate gyrus; AMG, amygdala; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; HPA, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal; HYP, hypothalamus; INS, insula; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PAG, periaqueductal grey; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PMA, premotor area; SMA, supplementary motor area.

Altered emotion regulation/prefrontal activity
Differences in several prefrontal regions during affective processing tasks have been identified, including the dlPFC and cingulate cortex/paracingulate gyrus.

The dlPFC is implicated in the cognitive regulation of emotional states, and the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is known to be important for allocation of cognitive control and regulation of sensorimotor/autonomic affective reactions. Altered prefrontal engagement during these tasks, therefore, might represent disturbances in the effortful allocation of resources directed towards emotion regulation.

Prefrontal cortex (PFC) regions are closely connected with the amygdala and PAG, so elevated limbic activation could potentially disrupt PFC functioning through reciprocal interactions. Additionally, neuroendocrine stress responses (ie, glucocorticoid and proinflammatory release), mediated by the amygdala and hypothalamus might also adversely impact on the functioning of PFC emotion regulation systems. Nonetheless, more research is needed to understand the specificity of PFC activation profiles in the pathophysiology of FND.

Summary: the possible role of emotional processing in generating and perpetuating FND symptoms
Figure 2 presents an overview of emotional processing alterations in FND and how they may contribute to the generation and perpetuation of FND symptoms. In this model, we propose that a range of vulnerabilities might predispose towards altered emotional processing in people with FND, and these factors are likely to interact and vary between individuals.

Emotional processing alterations in FND include:
► Limbic (amygdalar) hyperactivation, excessive affective (autonomic) arousal and threat-related hypervigilance.
► Impaired interoception of visceromotor emotional responses, possibly promoting reduced emotional awareness and insufficient integration of affective, cognitive and viscerosomatic experiences.
► Suboptimal emotional regulation, possibly including under-regulation and over-regulation at distinct instances in the same individual.
► Disturbances in explicit (subjective) interpretations of affective stimuli (eg, emotion recognition and mentalising).

Altered emotional processing in patients with FND could disrupt awareness and/or higher-order control of a range of other cognitive, behavioural and somatic processes, thereby contributing directly to FND symptom generation, as follows:
► Limbic hyperactivation and autonomic hyperarousal facilitates activation of learnt action sequences (ie, FND-movt; FND-seiz) and/or innate affective responses (eg, autonomic arousal, tonic immobility, psychomotor agitation; FND-seiz; FND-par) via limbic afferents to voluntary motor regions and PAG areas, respectively.
"Reverse inference" is often used in interpretation of neuropsychological measures of cognitive abilities relevant to emotional processing. However, psychotropic medications are rarely accounted for, yet such drugs (eg, antidepressants, anxiolytics, antiepileptic drugs) likely influence mood, cognition and emotional responsivity. Neuropsychological measures of cognitive abilities relevant to task demands have not been routinely used. 'Reverse inference' is often used in interpretation of neuroimaging findings as evidence for emotional processing disturbances, sometimes in the absence of subjective, behavioural or psychophysiological alterations.

Future directions
This review points towards several important avenues for future research, as follows:

1. Replications of existing findings are needed across a broader range of FND symptom types, with additional experimental paradigms and larger samples.
2. Inclusion of both clinical and non-clinical control groups with similar risk factors to FND, such as controls who have experienced trauma and/or mild-moderate anxiety and depression.
3. There is a need for multimodal sampling of emotional processing responses, rather than relying on only behavioural, psychophysiological, neuroendocrine or neuroimaging measures.
4. Relationships between relevant comorbid symptoms (eg, post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, dissociation), psycho-social risk factors (ie, trauma, life events) and emotional processing alterations in FND should be clarified.
5. Future studies should further examine interoceptive awareness in FND samples.
6. Emotional processing should be studied beyond the laboratory setting, to enhance the ecological validity of findings.
7. Additional work is needed to explore the developmental trajectories of emotional processing alterations and associated neurobiological processes in paediatric FND samples.
8. The intersection of emotion processing, motor control, agency perception and somatic sensations should be explored in more detail.

CONCLUSION
The literature to date indicates heightened preconscious ('bottom-up') processing of emotionally significant stimuli, increased affective arousal, disrupted 'top-down' regulation and altered interoception of bodily emotional responses in people with FND. Furthermore, there is evidence of limbic and motor system hyperactivation, and enhanced interaction of these neurocircuits, during emotional processing in FND samples. We propose that these alterations in emotional processing could contribute directly to the generation of FND symptoms, through enhanced limbic influence on a range of neural circuits involved in awareness and control of multiple lower-level processes, including sensory, motor and behavioural functions. These emotional processing differences might arise from a variety of biological and psychosocial risk factors, including but not limited to aberrant neuroplasticity of corticolimbic circuits associated with early or prolonged psychosocial adversity. This perspective integrates neurobiological and psychosocial processes in a unified model of FND and indicates clear directions for future research.
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